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NETWORK THERMOSTAT TO DEMONSTRATE CLOUDCONNECT™ AT

2022 CEDIA EXPO BOOTH #5041

Grapevine, TX, 9/13/2022– Network Thermostat™, a leading provider of smart[er] connected
thermostat solutions for facility energy management and building automation, announced today
we will demonstrating the flexible, powerful, and fast NT CloudConnect™ at CEDIA EXPO in
Dallas, Texas in booth #5041.

“We are excited to venture into this market with unique solutions to assist
integrators in high-end residential and commercial marketplaces. Our product
line is specifically designed with commercial grade reliability and direct
automation integration not possible with typical residential smart thermostats.
The perfect blend of the commercial IoT world with the CEDIA market.” Jerry
Drew, Network Thermostat founder, and CEO

In addition to three APIs (NetX API, BACnet, and Modbus), the NetX CloudConnect platform
provides a state-of-the-art user interface via the cloud and management of thousands of
thermostats from any computer or smart device. CloudConnect offers solutions including
Dashboard Monitoring, Virtual Locations organization, Mass Copy synchronization, User Access
control Via our CloudManager Plugin, and Demand Response/4CP event control just to name a
few. For a complete explanation please visit us at CEDIA EXPO Booth #5041 or contact us on
our CEDIA info page link listed below.

For more information about NetX, please feel free to visit our website:
www.networkthermostat.com/cedia

- more information     -

http://www.networkthermostat.com


About Network Thermostat
In 1995, Grapevine, Texas-based Network Thermostat (NetX) began designing and
manufacturing cost-effective electronic and software products to meet the needs for on-site and
remote-location control for the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) market. NetX's
mission is to deliver user-friendly HVAC solutions with powerful time and energy savings
features to our institutional, commercial, and industrial customers. For over a quarter-century,
Network Thermostat has been recognized as an industry pioneer and leader in affordable
networkable HVAC solutions, winning several awards for products in our industries.
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